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Abstract
We consider a situation in which individuals search for accurate decisions without direct feedback on
their accuracy, but with information about the decisions made by peers in their group. The “wisdom of
crowds” hypothesis states that the average judgment of many individuals can give a good estimate of, for
example, the outcomes of sporting events and the answers to trivia questions. Two conditions for the
application of wisdom of crowds are that estimates should be independent and unbiased. Here, we study
how individuals integrate social information when answering trivia questions with answers that range
between 0% and 100% (e.g., “What percentage of Americans are left-handed?”). We find that, consistent
with the wisdom of crowds hypothesis, average performance improves with group size. However, individuals show a consistent bias to produce estimates that are insufficiently extreme. We find that social
information provides significant, albeit small, improvement to group performance. Outliers with answers
far from the correct answer move toward the position of the group mean. Given that these outliers also
tend to be nearer to 50% than do the answers of other group members, this move creates group polarization away from 50%. By looking at individual performance over different questions we find that some
people are more likely to be affected by social influence than others. There is also evidence that people
differ in their competence in answering questions, but lack of competence is not significantly correlated
with willingness to change guesses. We develop a mathematical model based on these results that postulates a cognitive process in which people first decide whether to take into account peer guesses, and if so,
to move in the direction of these guesses. The size of the move is proportional to the distance between
their own guess and the average guess of the group. This model closely approximates the distribution of
guess movements and shows how outlying incorrect opinions can be systematically removed from a
group resulting, in some situations, in improved group performance. However, improvement is only predicted for cases in which the initial guesses of individuals in the group are biased.
Keywords: Wisdom of crowds; Polarization; Social information; Human decision making;
Collective behavior
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1. Introduction
Early work in social psychology has pointed to an apparently worrisome tendency of
people to conform to the opinions of others even when their original opinions were valid.
For example, in Asch’s (1956) classic experiments on conformity, subjects judged unambiguous stimuli after hearing other opinions offering incorrect estimates. In the experiments, 69% of the subjects conformed to the bogus majority. To some degree,
conformity is found because people desire to obtain social approval from others. This has
been indicated by experiments showing that when people give their answers privately,
they are less likely to conform to the group’s opinion than when responding publicly
(Deutsch & Gerard, 1955). The picture that emerged from this early work was that group
outcomes are suboptimal because people are too influenced by one another rather than
standing firm to what they believe (Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004).
More recently, there has been a major shift in thinking about the influence of group
opinion on individuals. In particular, it has often been empirically observed that people
are influenced by their peers too little rather than too much. When people are asked to
estimate uncertain quantities, such as the number of calories that a food possesses, they
fail to adequately take into account others’ estimates when revising their own guesses
(Soll & Larrick, 2009; Yaniv & Choshen-Hillel, 2012). People’s estimates would be more
accurate if they shifted in the direction of others’ estimates in a more pronounced way
than they actually do. This insufficiency of influence is particularly pronounced when
people are given advice from a relatively large number of peers (see Larrick, Mannes, &
Soll, 2012, for a review). This is because people fail to take full advantage of the benefits
of integrating others’ opinions when updating their own opinions.
1.1. The wisdom of crowds
An idea that has recently generated interest both in the popular media and in academic
research on humans and other animals is that of the “wisdom of crowds” (Surowiecki,
2004). The basic premise of the wisdom of crowds idea is that a sufficiently large and
well-mixed group of individuals can often make a better decision than a small panel of
experts. Improved decision making with group size has been investigated for animal
groups, in particular for navigation by bird groups (Benvenuti & Baldaccini, 1985; Bergman & Donner, 1964; Biro, Sumpter, Meade, & Guilford, 2006; Simons, 2004; Walraff,
1978) and predator avoidance by fish (Sumpter, Krause, James, Couzin, & Ward, 2008;
Ward, Sumpter, Couzin, Hart, & Krause, 2008). In humans, Faria, Codling, Dyer, Trillmich, and Krause (2009) showed that navigational accuracy can be improved by collective decision making, but only for groups of ten or more, and only when the individuals
had sufficiently high initial directional errors to be improved by social communication.
The functioning of “wisdom of crowds” or “right judgments by integrating many
wrongs” depends upon two key factors: that the members of the group should be independent (Conradt & List, 2009; Simons, 2004) and that their judgments are distributed with
a large variance, whereas the measure of central tendency that is used is close to correct.
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Under these conditions, increased group size should lead to an improved average guess,
thus producing the wisdom of crowds effect (King, Cheng, Starke, & Myatt, 2011; Steyvers, Lee, Miller, & Hemmer, 2009).
A key problem in maintaining independence lies in how to effectively integrate information (Sumpter, 2010). For some cognitive tasks, such as recollecting a sequence of
items in order, communication between individuals was shown to improve group performance (Janis, 1972; Smith et al., 2009). However, in other tasks, interactions between
individuals can create a feedback that leads to convergence on the wrong decision. The
problems associated with convergence of interacting individuals’ opinions can be alleviated by individuals forming their opinions independently before conferring with fellow
group members (Miller & Steyvers, 2011; Sumpter, 2010). The Delphi group decisionmaking technique incorporates an explicit stage of opinion exchange once initial opinions
are independently surveyed (Linstone & Turoff, 1975; Rowe, Wright, & Bolger, 1991).
Much of the theoretical and experimental work carried out on how humans influence the
behavior of their peers supports the hypothesis that positive feedback among decision
makers can produce misleading conformity and overly narrow convergence of opinion.
Asch (1951, 1956) showed that individuals make obviously wrong decisions after seeing
a number of others (planted by the experimenter) make the same incorrect choice. Experiments inspired by Asch’s have replicated his results and quantified the effect that various
factors, such as group size (Gerard, Wilhelmy, & Conolley, 1968; Milgram, Bickman, &
Berkowitz, 1969), degree to which the individual identifies with other group members
(Castelli, Arcuri, & Zogmaister, 2003), the individual’s prior attitude toward the issue in
question (Erb, Bohner, Rank, & Einwiller, 2002), and intensity of stimulus (Latane,
1981) have on an individual’s behavior and decisions in a group environment.
The second requirement for the functioning of “many wrongs” is that individuals’
guesses are unbiased. King et al. (2011) found that independent guesses of how many
sweets are in a jar were unbiased. However, systematic cognitive biases often occur such
that the members of a group would tend to be influenced in a similar way by framing,
context, instructions, or primes (Kahneman & Frederick, 2002). In the case that a systematic bias exists toward a particular answer, the average guess of larger groups will simply
converge on the incorrect, biased answer.
Recent work has discussed the wisdom of crowds and the conditions under which
group decisions are better than decisions made by individuals. King et al. (2011) showed
that group performance deteriorates when individuals share information. Improvement is
only seen when participants are told the best current guess, which gives implicit information about the correct answer. Lorenz, Rauhut, Schweitzer, and Helbing (2011) showed a
strong convergence in the answers given to trivia questions when participants saw each
other’s answers, without substantial improvement. They also demonstrated that a selfassessed measure of confidence reported by the individuals did not correlate strongly with
the individuals’ performance. In fact, participants’ confidence in their estimates was
higher when communication of estimates was present, even though this same communication led to a lower probability that the range spanned by the group’s estimates would
actually contain the correct answer.
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1.2. Collective search with dependencies
Our current approach to exploring the influence of people’s opinions on each other
incorporates both experiments and modeling. We analyze the performance of groups in
decision-making situations and also the process by which individuals integrate social
information in solving problems. We also investigate the factors that affect whether and
in what ways individuals will be influenced by one another’s estimates, and we propose a
mechanism that may explain how individual behavior affects the performance of the
group as a whole. We determine rules used by individuals to change their estimates when
provided with social information and then use a model based on the empirical data to
show that group performance improves with time only if the initial answers are biased.
We find that if no initial bias is present, then the deterioration in group performance
found by Lorenz et al. (2011) is guaranteed.
Our experiment can also be thought of as a collective search problem in an abstract space
(Goldstone, Roberts, Mason, & Gureckis, 2008; Hills, Todd, & Goldstone, 2010). Individuals are attempting to find the best answer to a trivia question on a bounded search space of
0–100 where the optimal answer is not known. While they do not receive direct feedback in
terms of the correctness of their guess, the information about where other individuals are
searching can be viewed as indirect feedback that can guide their search process.
More specifically, the individuals in our experiment are participating in a form of parallel
and interactive collective search, where each individual provides his or her own solution to
the problem (parallel), but the solutions of others can influence an individual’s own choices
(interactive) (Goldstone, Wisdom, Roberts, & Frey, 2013). The main complexity associated
with this particular type of search is the interaction between an individual’s private judgment about a particular question and the public information about where others in the group
are searching. An individual may adopt any combination of strategies ranging from complete imitation to predominantly exploration with varying degrees of success in different situations (Nowak, Szamrej, & Latane, 1990; Sumpter, 2010). Here, we are interested in
examining which strategies are adopted by individuals in deciding whether or not to search
where others are searching, and in the resulting group-level patterns.
Our current approach is novel in a number of respects. Unlike much of the work on
“advice taking” (Larrick et al., 2012; Soll & Larrick, 2009; Yaniv, 1997), we let all of
our participants simultaneously influence each other. In most work on conformity or
advice taking, there is only one actual experimental subject per session. The other opinions are provided by accomplices of the experimenter or previously tested participants.
The benefit of this approach is that it allows powerful experimental designs for unambiguously determining the influence of the group on the individual’s behavior. The cost of
this approach is that it eliminates the possibility of finding emergent group-level patterns.
For this latter reason, we currently employ a design in which all participants in an experimental group simultaneously influence one another. Other experiments (Latane & Bourgeois, 2000; Rauhut, Lorenz, Schweitzer, & Helbing, 2011; Wisdom, Song, & Goldstone,
2013) also explore social influence when all participants form and revise their guesses
overtly and in parallel. Our experimental setup is most similar to Rauhut et al. (2011).
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However, unlike Rauhut et al. (2011), the opinions we solicit in our experiment are on
questions that are constrained to have answers that fall between 0% and 100%. This
design decision serves to normalize the questions and facilitate an integrated analysis
across questions. It also allows us to measure the extremity of a guess with respect to a
default of 50%, and how extremity varies with social influence. This is particularly pertinent for issues related to group polarization and to the issue of groups frequently adopting more extreme positions after communication (Myers & Bishop, 1970). We return to
the effects of polarization in the General Discussion.
The 0%–100% nature of our participants’ guesses also facilitates the construction and
validation of a computational model of collective influence. We report a model of our
participants’ guesses that assumes that participants first choose whether to be influenced
by others’ guesses, and if an influence occurs, to then move toward the others by an
amount proportional to their distance. This simple model is compared to the distribution
of people’s shifts of opinion, and it also makes predictions for emergent group-level patterns of opinion convergence and extremitization.

2. Methods
2.1. Participants
One hundred and eighty-eight undergraduate students from Indiana University served
as participants to fulfill a course requirement. The students were split into groups of various sizes as seen in Table 1. Twenty-two of the participants were assigned to the Solo
condition in which they were not given information about their peers’ estimates, and 166
of the participants were assigned to the Group condition in which they were informed of
their peers’ estimates at the end of every round (observers made multiple successive estimates; see Procedure below for more details on rounds). Participants in the Solo condition were still run in groups, even though they were not informed of their peers’
estimates after each round.
Table 1
Distribution of group sizes and number of groups of each size in the experiment
Group Size

Number of Groups

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

22
7
5
5
8
5
3
2
0
1
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2.2. Materials
Participants were given the trivia questions shown in the Appendix. The questions were
selected from the CIA World Fact Book (https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/theworld-factbook/) for 2008, the year in which the experiment was conducted. All the questions were chosen to be percentage questions with true answers ranging from 2% to 99%.
The questions were selected so as to widely sample the range of percentages, and so that
participants would generally have a vague idea about the correct answer but would typically not know the exact answer. Pre-testing eliminated other questions which were judged
to be ambiguous or for which estimates were either too accurate or inaccurate.
2.3. Procedure
Participants in a group were all simultaneously seated in their individual cubicle with
an Internet-connected computer. Participants were instructed not to talk to one another,
and the cubicles prevented visual communication between participants. Participants were
instructed that they would see a series of 36 trivia quiz questions, and that their task was
to make the most accurate estimates possible. Participants made their estimates by moving the red mark on an “Estimated Percentage” slider from 0% to 100% (see Fig. 1).
Movements of the mark were achieved by using a mouse to drag the red mark that was
initially placed at 50% to its desired location, or by clicking to the left or right of the
mark to move the estimate up or down, respectively, by 1%. Participants registered their
desired estimate by clicking a button titled “Choose.” Once the participant registered his
or her estimate, it showed up in the “Current Choice” box.
The experiment was conducted using the NetLogo 4.1.1 simulation environment (Wilensky, 1999). Using the Hubnet package (Wilensky & Stroup, 1999), NetLogo allows participants’ computers to send moment-to-moment information to a central server computer,
which then sends information to all other participants’ computers. This centralized architecture allows us to record all participants’ estimates and to keep the computers synchronized.
The ordering of the 36 trivia questions was randomized for each group. Participants were
given three rounds of estimates for the same question, before moving on to the next question.
After each round of estimation, participants in the Group condition were shown the estimates
given by all of the participants in the experiment, including themselves. Participants in the
Solo condition were only shown their own estimate. Pseudonyms were assigned to participants at the beginning of the experiment, and these pseudonyms were used to identify the participant associated with each estimate. Participants were given a visual diagram similar to a
labeled version of Fig. 1 that described how to interpret the display to identify peers’ estimates. Estimates were presented in two forms—symbolically as numeric percentages, and
also by their left-right position on the screen (0% = far left side of screen, 100% = far right
side). They were instructed that they could use the estimates provided to try to improve their
own estimate if they wanted, but that there was no requirement or expectation that they would.
They were reminded to try to use what information they had, whether from themselves or
from their peers’ estimates, to give the most accurate estimate possible.
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Figure 1. Experimental setup. A sample trivia question from the experiment and the information that a participant sees on his or her screen.

Peer estimates remained on the screen, whereas the participants made their estimates. When a peer made an estimate, that peer’s icon was turned from a circle to a
star on every participant’s screen, but the peer’s new guess was not shown at that
time. All participants’ estimates were monitored by the experimenter from a computer
in a separate room. When the last estimate was made, the next round or question was
presented. Participants received no feedback on the accuracy of their own, or their
peers’, estimates.
In what follows, we denote by the x1(i, j, q) guess of individual i in group j when
answering question q; q 2 ½1; 36 in Round 1. Rounds 2 and 3 are denoted with corresponding subscripts. The size of Group j is denoted by s(j). v(q) denotes the correct
answer to question q. We then define x1 ðj; qÞ to be the mean guess over the s(j) members
of Group j when answering question q. Finally, nk is the number of groups of size k. We
define an individual’s pliability to be the number of times she/he changes estimates
between Rounds 1 and 2 over all 36 questions.
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3. Results
3.1. Round 1 performance
In Round 1 of each trial, individuals have no way of comparing their own guesses to
those of others, and their guesses can therefore be assumed to be independent. Comparing
the performance of Solo individuals to the performance of groups, we see a wisdom of
crowds effect, where the groups have more accurate mean guesses. Specifically, the average distance between the mean guess and the correct answer for Solo individuals was
1 X
j
x1 ðj; qÞ  vðqÞj ¼ 19:8;
n1 j:sðjÞ¼1
and for groups (s(j)>1) it was
1
P
j:sðjÞ¼ k

X
nk j:sðjÞ [ 1

j
x1 ðj; qÞ  vðqÞj ¼ 17:7:

The difference between the first round accuracy for groups and solos was statistically significant (two-sample t test, confidence interval (0.94, 3.39), p < .00001, t = 3.46, df = 2,086).
In a pilot study where subjects made judgments about the proportion of dots of a given
color that were briefly displayed on a screen (rather than making proportional estimates
for trivia questions), we saw a social effect whereby individuals placed in groups had better first round estimates than solo individuals. This is probably because they could calibrate their estimates over the course of the experiment based on information obtained
from others on previous trials. In other words, seeing the estimates of others when trying
to guess the percentage of colored dots on the screen in one trial can inform an individual
when making a first round guess in a subsequent trial. This effect was not present in this
study, as a question presented to the participants in a given trial provided no additional
information for the questions presented in subsequent trials.
Comparing the performance of all individuals who are placed in groups,
$
%
X 1 X
jx1 ði; j; qÞ  vðqÞj ¼ 20:0;
sðjÞ i
j
with the average performance of individuals in the solo condition (19.8, from above), we
find no significant difference (two-sample t test, confidence interval [1.44, 1.04],
p = .75, t = 0.32, df = 6,766).
The Round 1 guesses were substantially and systematically biased away from the correct answer. Fig. 2 shows the individuals’ performance in Round 1 and the bias away
from the extremes over all of the questions.
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Individuals significantly overestimated the correct answer when it was below 50% and
underestimated the answer when it was above 50%. Using linear regression, the best fit
between the true value of an answer to a particular question and the average guess made
by the individuals for that question was
bðvðqÞÞ ¼ 0:45vðqÞ þ 26:

ð1Þ

Consistent with the wisdom of crowds hypothesis, there was significant improvement
in mean group guess with group size on Round 1. The absolute difference between

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Round 1 performance. Individual performance over all questions is shown in (a). The average distance from the correct answer calculated over all the individuals was 20.0 for the initial guesses. A bias
toward the no-information answer of 50% was observed in Round 1 guesses, where individuals were more
likely to overestimate answers less than 50% and underestimate answers greater than 50%. Improvement of
Round 1 mean guesses with group size is computed as the average difference between the group mean and
the correct answer and is shown in (b).
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the average guess of group members and the correct value decreased with group size
(correlation coefficient q = 0.68, p = .04). Although this improvement was statistically
significant, the overall improvement for large groups (size 6–10) was only 10%
(Fig. 2b).
3.2. Improvement and aggregation over Rounds 2 and 3
While there was no Round 1 difference between the performance of Solo individuals
and the performance of individuals placed in groups, we find such a difference over the
duration of the experiment. Fig. 3 shows the changes of mean guesses by Solo individuals and groups over the course of the experiment. Solo individuals do not show significant improvement in
and the average guess,
 the correct answer

 the difference between
that is, comparing x2 ði; j; qÞ  vðqÞ with x1 ði; j; qÞ  vðqÞ (sign test p = .15, z = 1.81;
Fig. 3a). The average of the first two guesses of the Solo individuals was not significantly
better than the first-round guesses (two-sided t test for the accuracy p = .68, 95% confidence interval (1.26, 1.93), t = 0.41, df = 1,582), nor than the second-round guesses
(two-sided t test for the accuracy p = .67, 95% confidence interval [1.23, 1.90],
t = 0.42, df = 1,582). However, in only 5.4% of the cases were the first two guesses on
the opposite sides of the correct answer. When the range spanned by guesses includes the
correct answer, the correct answer is said to be “bracketed” by the guesses (Larrick &
Soll, 2006).
Individuals placed in both small (2 ≤ s(j) ≤ 5) and large (6 ≤ s(j) ≤ 10) groups
improve over the three rounds (sign test, small groups: p < .001, z = 4.22, large groups:
p < .001, z = 5.27). Individuals placed in groups improved their performance by 7.1%
from Round 1 to in Round 2 and by 1.9% from Round 2 to Round 3 (Fig. 3b).
The stronger effect was that of convergence around the group’s mean guess. Fig. 3c
shows increasingly close convergence to the group mean over time, with the mean absolute difference between an estimate and the group’s mean decreasing by 25.2% from
Round 1 to Round 2 and 7.8% from Round 2 to Round 3 (one-sided sign test p < .0001
for each pair of rounds, z = 24.3 for Rounds 1 and 2, z = 15.6 for Rounds 2 and 3).
The improvement of individuals over rounds was characterized by polarization (i.e.,
tendency to make more extreme estimates over time). Over the course of the three
Rounds, the systematic bias toward 50% that was seen in Round 1 was reduced. In
Rounds 2 and 3, the mean guesses of individuals in groups moved toward the extremes
(Fig. 3d), increasing for questions with high correct answers (60–100) and decreasing for
those with low correct answers (0–40). This effect was much stronger in individuals
placed in groups than in the solo condition, in particular between rounds 2 and 3 (rank
sum test, p = .020, z = 2.16).
3.3. The mechanism for aggregation and improvement by individuals in groups
The small improvement in accuracy by individuals in groups over the rounds can be
attributed to outliers moving toward the mean of their group. Fig. 4 gives one such exam-
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(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3. Movement of mean guesses over the course of the experiment. The improvement of the guesses
made by solo individuals (a) and individuals in groups (b) over the three rounds is shown. For each round,
the distance from correct is calculated by averaging the absolute difference from the correct answer of each
individual over all the groups, or |v  x1(i, j)|. Panel (c) shows convergence to the group mean over the three
rounds. Standard error is shown by error bars. Panel (d) shows the tendency of mean guesses of individuals
in groups to get more extreme over the three rounds. The guesses are represented as changes from Rounds 1
and 2 (circles) and from Rounds 2 and 3 (crosses). Typically, answers become more extreme over the
repeated rounds.
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ple. In general, the outliers tend to be on the opposite side of the group mean from the
correct answer. Thus, by moving in toward the mean of the group members’ guesses, the
outliers are typically also moving toward the correct answer. This effect is observed
because outliers are not distributed evenly on both sides of questions with low or high
correct answers. We can see this effect in Fig. 2a by comparing the median, which is
nearer the correct answer, and the mean, which is further away. The movement of outliers
toward the group mean can thus account for both the improvement in accuracy by individuals in groups and the convergence toward the group mean. In addition, because the
group mean tends to be more extreme than the outliers, this movement is also responsible
for the polarization effect described in the previous section. We now quantify this interpretation of the data.
We constrained the construction of a quantitative model by a combination of certain
aspects of our results, the previous literature on social influence, and plausible cognitive
processes. First, other researchers have noted that people tend to move about 20%–30%
of the way from their own original guess toward others’ estimates, being more anchored
to their original guess than is optimal (Harvey & Fischer, 1997; Larrick et al., 2012;
Yaniv, 2004). However, as observed by Soll and Larrick (2009), this average shift is a
poor representation of what individuals are doing. In particular, some participants shift
dramatically toward others’ opinions, whereas other participants do not shift at all. Fig. 5
shows how the distribution of changes between rounds depends on the distance from the
mean guess (Fig. 5a) and the correct answer (Fig. 5b) and highlights that many individuals in our experiment do not change their estimates between rounds. This led us to incorporate in our model an initial judgment by participants as to whether they will adjust
their original guesses at all.
This assumption proved critical for accommodating the large percentage of Round 2
and Round 3 guesses that are unchanged from Round 1 (68.9% of guesses did not change

Figure 4. Movement of extreme outliers. A representative trial of how individuals change their guesses
between Rounds 1 and 2 and, as a result, improve the group’s mean guess and add to the group’s polarization
over time.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Change in guesses between rounds. Frequencies of changes in guesses of different sizes
between Rounds 1 and 2 for all individuals over all questions are plotted in relation to distance from
the group mean (a) and distance from the correct answer (b). Note that the majority of individuals did
not change their guesses between Rounds 1 and 2 (68.9%) and an even greater proportion did not
switch between Rounds 2 and 3 (87.0%). This leads to a bimodal distribution with distinct peaks
along the line of zero change and along the best-fit line for those individuals that did change between
rounds.

from Round 1 to 2, and even fewer changed from Round 2 to 3). Our assumption is that
participants are more likely to make an adjustment to their guesses as their distance from
others’ estimates increases, consistent with results on conformity suggesting that evidence
of social influence increases as the discrepancy between the individual and their group
increases (Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004). This mechanism may not be applicable in
cases for which the group’s opinion is so far away from the individual that the individual ignores it as too alien. However, we found no evidence for this effect in our experiments, and given the unemotionally laden nature of our questions, classic social
distinctiveness effects (Leonardelli, Pickett, & Brewer, 2010) are unlikely to be relevant
in this context.
A second model choice that instantiated assumptions of cognitive influence was to
have participants shift their guesses proportionally to the distance of their original guess
to the mean of their peers’ guesses. A plausible alternative model would be to selectively
weight peers’ guesses that are similar to one’s own original guess, dismissing advice that
is too discrepant (Yaniv & Milyavsky, 2007). This alternative model produced results
similar to our model and would be a strong candidate for future testing. However, given
our evidence that outlier guesses are particularly likely to shift markedly, we did not want
to minimize the influence of far removed peer guesses. The assumption that the size of
shift between rounds is linearly proportional to the average distance to peers (assuming
that any shift occurs at all) was compelled by our empirical results, as shown in Fig. 5.
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Although various non-linear functions could have been plausibly posited, the simple linear function provides an excellent fit to Fig. 5’s results.
Distance from the group mean had a strong effect on the probability of changing
estimates between rounds. We fit a logistic model for the probability of changing
one’s guess with respect to distance from the group’s mean guess (not including
the focal individual’s own guess) and distance from the correct answer, yielding the
equation
p2 ði; jÞ ¼

1

0
1 þ exp 1:317  0:037jx1 ðiÞ  x1 ðiÞj  0:008jv  x1 ðiÞj

where p2(i) is the probability that individual i in group j changes his/her estimate
between Rounds 1 and 2, jx1 ðjÞ  x1 ðiÞj is the distance from the group mean in
Round 1, and |v  x1(i)| is the distance from the correct answer in Round 1. Both the
distance from correct and the distance from mean were significant factors, but we
note that the distance from the mean was roughly five times more important in determining the probability of changing. Introducing distance from the correct answer as
an independent variable into a stepwise regression for the probability of changing did
not add significance to that already accounted for by distance from mean. If we only
take into account the distance from the group mean, then the expression for probability of changing is as follows:
p2 ði; jÞ ¼

1

:
1 þ exp 1:228  0:041jx1 ðjÞ  x1 ðiÞj

ð2Þ

The proportion of individuals who changed their guesses between Rounds 2 and 3 was
much smaller than between Rounds 1 and 2 (see Table 2). As such, we concentrated our
analysis on the first two rounds.
For those individuals who did change their guess, there was a strong effect of distance
from group mean on the size and direction of change. Fig. 5 shows that when individuals
adjust their guesses between rounds, the greatest changes appear to be made by the individuals farthest away from the group mean and the correct answer.
Table 2
Observed and expected (in parentheses) probabilities of changing estimates between rounds, assuming independent decisions in Rounds 1 and 2

Changed between Rounds 1 and 2
Did not change between
Rounds 1 and 2

Changed Between
Rounds 2 and 3

Did Not Change
Between Rounds 2 and 3

0.08 (0.10)
0.05 (0.21)

0.23 (0.21)
0.64 (0.48)
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Distances from group mean and from the correct answer are correlated (q = 0.56,
p < .0001). To quantify the effects of these factors and to establish which is most important, linear regression analysis was carried out on the data. As independent variables for
individual i, we considered the distance between i’s guess and the correct answer,
v  x1(i), and the distance between i’s guess and the mean answer in his/her group,
x1 ðjÞ  x1 ðiÞ. We also considered two other factors, the distance between i’s guess and
the answer closest to it in her group (we denote this as m), and the variance of the other
guesses in the group besides the guess of the focal individual (var(j/i)). The dependent
variable was the change in i’s guess between Rounds 1 and 2, dx2(i) = x2(i, q)  x1(i, q).
When taking all four factors into account, the linear regression model for guess
changes between Rounds 1 and 2 was
dx2 ðiÞ ¼ 0:285  0:051ðv  x1 ðiÞÞ  0:464ðx1 ðjÞ  x1 ðiÞÞ  0:190m þ 0:041varðj=iÞ:
We followed the standard procedure for removing non-significant variables from linear
regression models (Rawlings, 1988). The first variable that we removed was group variance, which was the factor that produced the smallest non-significant (t < 0, a = 0.05)
partial sum of squares. Repeating the process two more times, we eliminated distance
from nearest neighbor and distance from the correct answer, ending up with our final linear regression model
dx2 ðiÞ ¼ 1:118  0:624jx1 ðjÞ  x1 ðiÞj:

ð3Þ

Equations 2 and 3 capture the idea that individuals farthest away from the mean
contribute most to group improvement, and they increase cohesion and polarization
over rounds. They serve as the basis for the conceptual model that is proposed in the
next section.
3.4. Individual differences
Some individuals changed their guesses more often than others; that is, some individuals were more pliable than others. Individuals who changed guesses between Rounds 1
and 2 were also more likely to change between Rounds 2 and 3 (Table 2). Fig. 6 shows
the distribution of the number of times individuals changed their guesses over all 36
questions. This is different from the expected binomial distribution of changing guesses
with the same average pliability, indicating that individuals differed in pliability more
than would be predicted by chance. Furthermore, an individual’s pliability is only
weakly correlated with her competence, that is, the quality of her guesses
(q = 0.13, p = 0.076).
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Figure 6. Individual differences. The histogram shows the distribution of frequencies of individual pliabilities
of all the participants in the experiment. The curve shows the distribution of frequencies that would be
expected if there were no differences between individual pliabilities.

3.5. Model
Based on our observations, we propose a model of the mechanism by which the individuals change their guesses over time. Individual i’s guess in Round t + 1 can be modeled as a function of her guess in Round t and of the mean guess of that individual’s
group in Round t. An individual first chooses whether or not to change her guess between
rounds by using the expression for the probability of changing (Equation 2) and then
determines the size of her move (Equation 3). The model can thus be summarized as follows:

xtþ1 ðiÞ ¼


xt ðiÞ  aðxi ðiÞ  xt Þ þ etþ1 ðiÞ; with probabilitypt
;
xt ðiÞ; with probabilityð1  pt Þ

where xt(i) is individual i’s guess in round t, x is the mean guess of all individuals in
individual i’s group. a = 0.624, consistent with Equation 3. pt is the probability of changing one’s guess between Rounds t and t + 1 and is determined by Equation (2). In the
experiment, probability of changing decreases with the number of rounds, and we model
this with an exponent of t, which is consistent with the decrease over the two rounds.
Finally, ɛ is a normally distributed error term. In the model, it is drawn from a distribution with mean 0 and a SD based on the SD of the difference between the changes of
individuals’ guesses and the distance from their group means in the experiment. Guesses
outside the range of (0, 100) are discarded, and new ones are generated until they fall
within the desired range. The individuals’ initial guesses, based on Equation (1), are
determined by x1(i) = 26 + 0.45v + ɛ1(i), where v is the correct answer and ɛ1(i) is a normally distributed random variable with SD equal to that of Round 1 guesses from the
experiment.
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The model’s behavior accurately reproduces both the improvement of average guesses
(Fig. 7b, compare with Fig. 3b) and the convergence of guesses to the group mean
(Fig. 7c, compare with Fig. 3c) over the three rounds of the experiment. Note that the
average guesses of solo individuals in the model actually get worse over three rounds
(Fig. 7a). This is mainly due to the bias in the initial guesses, the distribution of which is
derived from the corresponding distribution obtained from the experimental data.
We also used the model to predict the effect of the correct answer on group performance and convergence over time. Running the model over 10 rounds of possible guess(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7. Movement of guesses in the model. The improvement of the guesses made by solo individuals (a)
and individuals in groups (b) over the three rounds in the model is shown, for comparison with Fig. 3. Panel
(c) shows convergence to the group mean over the three rounds. Standard error is shown by error bars.
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ing, we found that groups showed the most improvement on questions which had extreme
correct answers; that is, correct answers between 0–20 and 80–100 (Fig. 8a). Moreover,
instead of improving, group performance got worse over time on questions with moderate
correct answers, 30–70. Convergence toward the group mean over time was observed for
the entire range of correct answers (Fig. 8b). Polarization increased with the extremity of
the correct answers, as was observed in the experiments (Fig. 8c). For the experimental
data, the Pearson correlation between extremity of correct answer and average polarization was 0.75 (p = 1.7 9 106). For the model, the corresponding numbers were 0.62
with a p-value of 0.88 9 109.
In the experiment, the distribution of correct answers was such that polarization usually
led to an improvement in group performance. Most of the questions had correct answers
closer to 0% or 100% than to 50%. We used the model to investigate how group

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8. Improvement, convergence, and polarization in the model. The outcome of running the model
100,000 times for 10 rounds for a range of correct answers between 1 and 100. Panel (a) shows group
improvement over time as a function of correct answer. Convergence to the group mean is shown in (b): the
mean distance from the group mean is shown for Rounds 1, 3, and 10 of the simulation as a function of correct answer. Panel (c) shows the polarization effect over the 10 rounds as a function of correct answer by displaying the difference between the mean Round 1 and Round 10 guesses for questions with different correct
answers.
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improvement depends on the location of the correct answer. We found that, for all group
sizes, performance on questions with moderate correct answers became slightly worse
over the rounds, whereas the performance on extreme questions improved considerably
(Fig. 9).

4. Discussion
The most novel aspect of our experiment and modeling was the investigation of grouplevel patterns that emerge from individuals’ choices to shift their guesses toward their
peers’ guesses. Although there has been similar empirical work in which all members of
a group are simultaneously influencing each other (Lorenz et al., 2011), our work compliments this work empirically by having questions constrained to a 0%–100% scale and
theoretically by developing a quantitative model of parallel social influences. The 0%–
100% scale allowed us to investigate issues related to group polarization. Our groups

(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Model predictions: effects of group size. The group performance over a range of group sizes from
1 to 20 as distance between group mean and the correct answer. The model is run 100,000 times for 10
rounds for a question with correct answers 50 (a) and 10 (b).
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became increasingly extreme in their answers with passing rounds of opinion exchange,
and this extremitization was coupled with increasing accuracy for the group.
Individuals placed in groups did not perform better in Round 1 than solo individuals,
showing that there was not a significant socialization effect of people trying harder when
placed in a group setting. The answers of individuals on the first round were biased. Providing the participants with a “default” answer of 50%, which they then changed by moving a sliding bar, may partly account for this bias. This could have created a prior value
to weigh any new guess against. The majority of participants (89%) moved the bar away
from the position at 50% where it was set before the first round, but they usually stopped
short of the correct answer. As a result, most first-round answers were located somewhere
between 50% and the correct answer. Such aversion of extremes is not limited to our
experimental setup and occurs in, for example, marketing surveys (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Lee, & Podsakoff, 2003; Pollack, Friedman, & Presby, 1990).
The averaged guesses from the first two rounds of solo individuals were more accurate
than their Round 1 guesses, but not significantly more accurate than their Round 2
guesses. Therefore, Vul and Pashler’s (2008) “crowd within” effect is not really present
here. Such an effect would have been strong if a number of individuals’ second-round
guesses were on the opposite side of the correct answer from the first round, but this only
happened in 5.4% of the cases.
Over the three rounds of the experiment the performance of individuals in groups
improved, whereas that of solo individuals did not. This shows evidence for the effect of
social information being used by individuals in a group setting to improve their guesses
over time. The group improvement in the experiments was achieved through the movement of extreme outliers toward the group mean. This has the effect of different importance being assigned to different individuals due to within-group communication. In
particular, individuals whose guesses are far from others tend to shift their estimations to
be closer to others. Weighting different individuals’ guesses unequally has been shown to
produce a better collective estimate than an equal weighting for certain group decision
problems (Turner & Steyvers, 2011).
Our model shows that whether a group improves or not depends on the degree of initial bias. In cases where the initial guesses are unbiased around the correct answer, as is
the case for questions with moderate correct answers, the model predicts that the movement of extreme individuals toward the group mean leads to poorer group performance
(Fig. 8a). This happens because outliers are distributed evenly around the correct answer,
and movement of outliers toward the group mean from both sides does not lead to polarization (Fig. 9b and c). These results are consistent with Lorenz et al.’s (2011) findings
that consultation worsens group performance when there is no initial bias (but see Farrell
[2011] and Rauhut et al. [2011] for further discussion on this issue). In fact, our model
suggests that group improvement is impossible given unbiased initial estimates. When an
initial bias exists (questions with correct answers <40 or >60), then the most biased individuals are “pulled” by the group mean away from their conservative position toward the
correct answer. In other words, polarization of group opinion over time improves accuracy when initial guesses are biased.
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These results stand in sharp contrast to the usual view of polarization as a negative
aspect of group behavior. Myers and Bishop (1970) found that groups consisting entirely
of one type of students, either all high-prejudice or all low-prejudice, moved further away
from moderate views as a result of discussion. They showed that individuals can become
more extreme as a result of consultation with those of similar opinion, and that post-consultation opinions can become adopted by the individuals, leading to a permanent “group
polarization.” Evidence for this risky shift was first found by Stoner (1961), and later
confirmed by Kogan and Wallach (1964), Moscovici and Zavalloni (1969), Myers and
Lamm (1976), and Burnstein and Vinokur (1973). In our experiments, polarization provides the mechanism for improving a group’s decision making. This happens because
individuals start out by being biased away from extreme positions even when those positions are correct.
An alternative to polarization as a possible explanation for the individuals’ move
toward more extreme guesses over time is that individuals may simply become more
extreme in their guesses as they retrieve increasing amounts of information to move them
away from a default judgment of 50%. However, there is a significant difference between
the polarization effect observed in individuals in the solo and group conditions, in particular between Rounds 2 and 3. As such, the polarization observed in the group condition
is a true effect of group communication.
There were strong between-individual differences in pliability (Fig. 6). Previous research
has found only weak correlation between asking people how confident they are in their
guesses and how accurate these guesses are (Lorenz et al., 2011). Pliability provides an
additional measurement of confidence that may be more accurate than asking people
directly. We again found only a very weak correlation between competence and pliability.
Our results show that polarization occurs even in the absence of discussion or consultation, irrespective of competence. Our model also suggests that in some scenarios there is
a positive effect of polarization, that is, overcoming initial biases of individuals toward
incorrect positions and thereby improving group performance. Conversely, when an initial
bias does not exist, polarization cannot occur, and thus group improvement over time
cannot be expected.
In the framework of collective search, we found that in the absence of direct feedback
about the correctness of their answers, most individuals used the public information available to them to adjust where they were searching. On a group level, this led to convergence of answers. This can be disadvantageous for a group that is trying to broadly cover
a problem search space. Instead of having different individuals explore different parts of
a search space, in extreme forms of group convergence, the entire group may be only
occupying one point in a large problem search space. Although disadvantageous for a
group’s collective ability to explore in parallel different regions of a search space, convergence is useful for achieving consensus (Couzin, Krause, Franks, & Levin, 2005). In
our case, copying behavior by the individuals actually led to group-level improvement in
average distance from the correct answer. This is not inconsistent with Lorenz et al.’s
(2011) findings, as we are using a different measure of group performance, emphasizing
absolute deviation from the correct answer over including the correct answer in the
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group’s range of guesses. Our findings show that it is possible to use information about
where others are searching to improve the group’s ability to search in parallel.
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Appendix
Trivia questions asked in the experiments and correct answers
Question
What percent of people in the U.S. over the age of 25 have obtained a college degree?
What percent of U.S. women age 25 and older have completed high school?
What percent of the worldwide use of energy is by the United States?
What percent of the worldwide population lives in the United States?
What percent of U.S. energy consumption is with fossil fuels?
In 2000, the richest 1% of adults owned what percentage of the world’s total assets?
What percentage of Americans are age 0–14?
What percentage of Americans are Protestant?
What percentage of Americans are black?
What percentage of Americans over the age of 15 can read and write?
What percentage of the American population is below the poverty line?
In 2005, what was the U.S. military expenditure as percent of the national income?
What percentage of people in the world are age 0–14?
What percentage of people in the world are Christian?
Across the world, what percentage of people’s first language
is Mandarin (a dialect of Chinese)?
Across the world, what percentage of people over the age of 15 can read and write?
Across the world, what percentage of the world labor force
is in agriculture (not industry or services)?
What percentage of the world’s surface is water (not land)?
What percentage of people in the world are aged 65 or over?
What percentage of people in the world are Muslim?
What percentage of college freshmen have never used a typewriter?
What percentage of the U.S. population will eat macaroni and
cheese sometime in the next 2 weeks?
What percentage of Americans drink a soda pop nearly every day with breakfast?
In the United States, what percentage of households routinely speak a
language other than English?
In the United States, what percentage of firms are owned by women?
What percentage of American men serve time in prison at some point in their life?
What percentage of Americans are regular cigarette smokers?
What percentage of Americans have no health insurance?
What percentage of children diagnosed with cancer make a full recovery?
What percentage of a woman’s body consists of water?
What percentage of people grind their teeth while sleeping?
What percentage of the earth’s water is fresh (not salt) water?
What percentage of people struck by lightning immediately die?
What percentage of Americans are left-handed?
What percentage of the total number of bones in the human body are in the feet?
What percentage of Utah’s population is Mormon?

Correct
Answer
24
85
26
5
78
40
20
51
13
99
12
4
27
33
13
82
40
71
8
21
90
33
17
18
28
11
21
15
70
51
20
2
20
10
27
69

